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Abstract
AI needs an extremely high computing performance due to an increase in data scale and complications in algorithms. Consequently it has become critical to use hardware accelerators arranged for specific purposes. Considering the difficulty for individuals to develop AI that covers a very wide range, the software for supporting
the accelerators, called the framework software, has also become important. This paper is intended to introduce
Flovedis, a framework for statistical machine learning using supporting accelerators developed by NEC as well as
the Vector Engine, an accelerator supporting both statistical machine learning and deep learning.
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1. Introduction

performance is no longer expected, even if the number
of cores is increased further (Amdahl’s law). As a result,

The AI uses various algorithms such as statistical ma-

the recent trend is to use various accelerators (hard-

chine learning, deep learning, reinforcement learning,

ware) such as the GPU, vector processor, deep learning

combinational optimization and image analysis. As AI

chip and FPGA in appropriate places, considering the

takes a very long time to learn the huge amount of data

characteristics of AI processing.

and also because of complications in the algorithms and

From the viewpoint of implementing social solutions

the increase in the data scale, the required computa-

that can deal with future issues of increased complexity,

tions are tending to grow year on year 1). Meanwhile,

one of the issues for the AI platforms is the need for a

the recent slowdown in the impact of the Moore’s law

huge input of precise man-hour deployment. The rea-

claiming that computer chip performance would roughly

son for this issue is the advancement of specific-type

double every 18 months, proficiency in the use of spe-

architectures as described above. It is necessary to un-

cific architectures is increasing in importance. Process-

derstand completely the AI processing required for im-

ing-specific architectures have already been released

plementing this solution and to select/combine the right

several times in the past but they were driven away by

hardware for the processing in order to improve per-

the CPUs, which are universal processors, as indicated

formance using specific-type architectures. This means

under the Moore’s law. Nevertheless, as the restrictions

that there will be increasingly precise man-hour deploy-

of the power consumption of chips caused the operating

ment following increases in these types of accelerators.

frequencies to reach a limit, the processing performance

What is important for dealing with the massive in-

of the single CPU thread peaked at around 2005. Though

crease in man-hours is a software framework for AI

this situation has advanced the multi-core design, an

(hereinafter “the framework”). The framework is the

increase in the speed is restricted by the parts to be ex-

software that provides the components used to imple-

ecuted sequentially in the program, so improvement of

ment the various AI algorithms described above, which
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are called the libraries. In many cases, the algorithms

The accelerators can be divided into the universal type

are implemented by combining libraries. It is because

and the deep learning-specific type. The universal type

the framework provides the libraries matching the ac-

is not as universal as the CPU, but the incorporated pro-

celerators in advance that the AI developer can easily

grammable processor core makes it possible to execute

develop the AI optimized for the accelerators.

various processing operations by rewriting the program.

The following sections describe the accelerators and
frameworks.

Examples of such accelerators is the CPU emphasizing
the number of computing units and the Vector Engine
emphasizing the memory performance. As it is difficult
to achieve the highest levels in both the computing per-

2. Accelerators

formance and the memory performance, the allocation

As described in the above, AI uses accelerators incorporating processors selected by emphasizing the perfor-

of a balance between them defines the properties of accelerators.

mance rather than the universality. This is in addition to

With the deep learning used in image recognition, etc.,

the CPU that is widespread and compatible with various

the processing known as convolution becomes a bottle-

kinds of software. Before introducing the accelerators,

neck. Some of the recently launched accelerators incor-

let us consider the techniques for improving processor

porate the convolution-specific computing units in order

performance. Recently, processors are improving per-

to increase the number of computing units and to there-

formance by making use of the vector processing that

by improve the performance. These accelerators are

refers to the processing for applying simultaneous and

categorized as deep learning-specific type accelerators

parallel computations to multiple items of different data.

and one of their examples is the TPU. Certain GPUs also

This is executed by incorporating and simultaneously

incorporate convolution-specific computing units so that

running multiple computing units in a processor. It can

they can manifest the deep learning-type properties.

improve performance by increasing the number of computing units and heightens their rate of utilization. Many

3. Frameworks

of the libraries for AI are capable of vector processing.
On the other hand, processing that is incapable of

The framework performs the library execution man-

running multiple computing units simultaneously is

agement, memory management and accelerator man-

called the scalar processing. The performance of scalar

agement, in addition to the provision of the libraries for

processing cannot be improved by increasing the com-

AI. It also performs optimization for increasing the pro-

puting units. However, it is important to increase the op-

cessing speed, such as optimization by linking multiple

erating speeds of computing units and to use high-func-

libraries and optimization of inter-server communica-

tion computing units. The required costs are higher than

tions. The visualization of the learning process and the

those for improving the vector processing performance.

profiling of performance are also among its roles. In this

The frameworks for AI frequently use scalar processing

way, the framework has become indispensable for the

outside of the libraries, for example in the context of li-

development of AI by providing many functions for it.

brary execution management.

Further technological development of the framework is

It can be regarded that the processor putting importance on the performance of scalar processing is the
CPU and the processors emphasizing the performance

actively underway.
The framework has the characteristics that are useful
from various viewpoints.

of vector processing are the accelerators. The CPU also

• Types of supported libraries

introduces the vector processing but the accelerators

• Design of programming interfaces

achieve several times higher vector performance by in-

• Compatible programming languages

corporating larger numbers of simple computing units

• Types of supported accelerators

and by expanding the memory bandwidths to improve

• Compatibility with distributed processing

the computation and memory performances required

• Presence of vendor support

for vector processing. With the design of AI, the library

The framework is selected according to the proper-

processing is executed by the accelerators and other

ties of the AI algorithms to be developed and the skills/

processing by the CPU. The memory performance rep-

experience of the development team. If the framework

resents the capacity of the data supply to the computing

does not provide a library as necessary the user must

units. Its insufficiency produces idle computing units,

implement one. The extendibility in such cases is there-

which means that it is an important performance indica-

fore very important.

tor of processors.

Among these characteristics, particularly important
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are the “types of supported libraries” and the ”types of
supported accelerators”. Whether or not the framework
is equipped with sufficient libraries for the algorithms to
be developed affects the development efficiency considerably. From the viewpoint of the types of libraries, the
framework can be classified as the statistical machine
learning emphasis type and the deep learning emphasis
type. The recent attention to the deep learning in the
field of image classification has led to the launch of several deep learning emphasis-type frameworks, including
TensorFlow, Keras, PyTorch, Caffe, Theano MXNet and
RAPID machine learning. On the other hand, the frameworks putting emphasis on the statistical machine learning include Frovedis, Spart (machine learning lb) and
Photo External view of Vector engine.

Scikit-learn.
From the viewpoint of processing performance, the
accelerators supported by a framework are important.
There are multiple accelerators for AI as described in

shows an external view of Vector Engine.

section 2. Since the performance and programming
characteristics of the accelerators differ between each

4.2 Statistical machine learning framework Frovedis

other, it is difficult to be compatible with all of the accelerators. The technological development is therefore

Frovedis is a high-performance framework for use in

conducted to perform the execution management and

data analysis. It supports the CPU and Vector Engine

profiling in an integrated manner and to achieve optimi-

and features compatibility with the distributed process-

zation for efficient use of the accelerators.

ing. It is consequently capable of fast execution of even
the large-scale processing that needs multiple servers.

4. NEC’s Approach

It also features a rich range of libraries for statistical
machine learning. The programming interfaces are com-

NEC believes that increasing the speed of AI for sta-

patible with programming languages Python and Scala

tistical machine learning as well as deep learning will be

as well as C/C++, and the APIs for Python’s Scikit-learn

increasingly important in the future. Below we describe

machine learning library and Spark MLlib are provided.

the accelerator under development by NEC, called the

This means that any software based on them can be

Vector Engine, and the statistical machine learning

used with minor modifications of programs.

framework called Frovedia.

Although statistical machine learning libraries contain
many memory bandwidth-dependent processing op-

4.1 Accelerator Vector Engine

erations, Frovedis supports Vector Engine with a high
memory bandwidth so it can execute such libraries at

Vector Engine is an accelerator that inherits the technology of the SX series of vector-type supercomputers.
150

Its main feature as hardware is the memory bandwidth
main features as software are the programmability of
general languages such as C/C++ and the compiler with
a powerful auto vectorization capability. With these features that are important for library optimization, it can

Speedup

at the world’s top level at present (1.2 TB/s), and its
100

50

be regarded as the optimum accelerator for the developers of framework and the engineering for developing
most advanced algorithms.
The SX-Aurora TSUBASA series are the servers incorporating Vector Engine. A wide range of products

0
Logistic
Regression
(Click Prediction)

K-means
(Clustering)

SVD
(Recommend)

including the tower type, rack type and large type make

Fig. Performance of Frovedis on Vector Engine

the series applicable to various usage cases. The Photo

(compared to Spark on CPU).
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Table Frameworks and compatible algorithms and processors

Reference

Supported Acceralator
Framework

Algorithm

Deep Learning
Statistical
Learning

DL

1) AI and Compute, May 2018
https://blog.openai.com/ai-and-compute

GPU

Vector
Engine 2

TPU

TensorFlow

䃺

䃺

䃺

PyTorch

䃺

×

×

Authors’ Profiles

1

×

䃺

×

ISHIZAKA Kazuhisa

scikit-learn

×

×

×

Manager
Data Science Research Laboratories

Frovedis

Machine

General Purpose

Points to be noted:

1. Among statistical machine learning-oriented frameworks, only Frovedis supports
accelerators.
2. Only Vector Engine is supported both by the deep learning- and statistical
machine learning-oriented frameworks.

very high speeds. The Figure shows the performance
of Frovedis by comparing the performances of machine

ARAKI Takuya
Senior Principal Researcher
Data Science Research Laboratories

INOUE Hiroaki
Senior Manager
Data Science Research Laboratories

learning libraries for the logistic regression, k-means
clustering and singular-value decomposition between
Frovedis on Vector Engine and Spark on the CPU (Intel
Xeon). These results indicate that Frovedis on Vector
Engine is by tens or hundreds of times faster and has a
potential for finishing processing that used to take tens

The details about this paper can be seen at the following.

Related URL:
Frovedis
https://github.com/frovedis/frovedis

of hours in a few minutes.
4.3 Framework compatibility situation
The Table shows the algorithms and accelerators
supported by representative frameworks. TensorFlow is
deep learning oriented but is actually the framework to
be most widely adopted worldwide. Its special feature is
the large number of compatible accelerators. Among the
statistical machine learning-oriented frameworks, only
Frovedis is compatible with accelerators. On the other
hand, from the standpoint of accelerators, Vector Engine
is the sole accelerator supported by both the statistical
machine learning-oriented framework (Frovedis) and the
deep learning-oriented framework (TensorFlow). This
fact supports the important positioning in AI of Frovedis
among frameworks and of Vector Engines among the
accelerators.
5. Conclusion
In the above, this paper describes Vector Engine
and Frovedis, which are respectively the particularly
important accelerator and framework for the computing platform designed to support AI. NEC will continue
preparation of the frameworks capable of utilizing various accelerators in the appropriate positions for use in
various AI processing operations.
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